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Abstract. Market demand is likely to be a�ected by the seller's credit in many industrial
practices. In this respect, the present study aims to investigate the bene�cial performance of
the supply chain in terms of credit-linked demand. Without loss of generality, this study was
conducted under three di�erent decision circumstances, namely supplier dominated, retailer
dominated, and centralized supply chains. In this paper, a demand model was developed as
a function of the trade credit period. While the supplier determines the optimal trade credit
period, the retailer determines the optimal replenishment cycle time. In such conditions,
�rst, optimal solutions were suggested for both centralized and decentralized decisions in
a supplier Stackelberg model and a retailer Stackelberg model, respectively. Then, a set
of theorems was developed to determine the optimal results. Finally, a numerical example
and sensitivity analysis were provided to illustrate the e�ciency of the proposed models
and optimal solutions. The �ndings revealed that under the trade credit condition, the
supplier-dominated supply chain outperformed the retailer-dominated one. However, in
case supplier did not provide the trade credit period, the result would be the opposite.

© 2021 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model, retailers
are often supposed to pay immediately after receiving
the goods. However, suppliers usually o�er the retailers
a trade credit period to enlarge the market demand
and occupy lot size in many industrial practices. Trade
credit is a signi�cant source of external �nancing. Ac-
cording to the Financial Times, trade credit accounted
for 90% of global merchandise trade in 2007 with the
total amount of $14 trillion [1]. Then, as of June 2016,
the application of trade credit was 1.3 times that of
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bank loans on the total balance sheet of non-�nancial
business in the United States [2]. In Fortune, Quick [3]
reported that some large enterprises such as Procter
and Gamble, Unilever, Merck, Mondelez International
implemented a policy through which retailers could
use trade credits of 120 days to delay payments to
suppliers.

When a supplier o�ers trade credit to allow its
retailers to postpone payments, the retailer can sell
products and deposit income from the sale in the
bank during the trade credit period. However, if the
retailers fail to pay up during the trade credit period,
a higher interest is then charged by the supplier. On
the contrary, during this period, the retailer can earn
interest while suppliers lose the interest they could have
earned. Currently, strong evidence shows that trade
credit is a signi�cant short-term �nancial strategy. For
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example, Wal-Mart Store Inc and Carrefour Gome (a
large European home appliance chain retailer) often
delay payments to their suppliers due to their market
powers in the supply chain. In this respect, Wal-
Mart and Carrefour Gome can make reasonable use of
sales revenue to obtain additional interest. Therefore,
the trade credit period is of economic signi�cance to
the retailers in terms of delaying the replenishment
settlement until the last moment of the trade credit
period.

Since the supplier and retailer make their deci-
sions over time, mathematical models are formulated
in the Stackelberg game process under di�erent sup-
ply chain structures. For a supply chain with the
background of Stackelberg game characteristics, each
member in the supply chain aims to maximize one's
own pro�t and make own decisions independently and
rationally. For example, Toyota and General Motors
are giant manufacturers and leaders in the world
market who can considerably impact the decisions of
other members in the supply chain. In addition, other
gigantic retailers, with their own remarkable power in
their market, play leading roles and act like the channel
leaders, including Tesco, Gome, and Wal Mart. In
fact, both supplier-dominated and retailer-dominated
supply chains aim to maximize their own pro�t and
the total pro�t of the supply chain.

The following research questions are investigated
in this paper:

1. Under the decentralized and centralized decision
instances, what are the optimal trade credit period
and replenishment cycle time and how can they be
compared?

2. How the optimal decision variables a�ect the ex-
pected pro�ts of all supply chain members in three
supply chain structurers?

3. Under the decentralized decision, which one is more
bene�cial to the supply chain, the Supplier Stack-
elberg (SS) model or Retailer Stackelberg (RS)
model?

To address the above three questions, this paper
considered both decentralized and centralized decisions
simultaneously based on the assumption that the de-
mand was related to the trade credit period. Both
the trade credit period o�ered by the supplier and the
retailer's replenishment cycle time are considered to be
decision variables in the proposed model. Furthermore,
to fully understand the impacts of di�erent structures
on the performance of supply chain, the following
factors were taken into account: (1) Suppliers usually
allow retailers to delay payment, while the retailers do
not provide trade credit period to customers; (2) The
trade credit period o�ered by the supplier is positively
correlated with the annual demand rate; (3) The pro�ts

of both supplier and retailer are considered; (4) The
respective e�ects of trade credit period and retailer's
replenishment cycle time on optimal decisions under
di�erent decision-making structurers are investigated,
respectively; (5) The decisions of the supply chain
members under three di�erent structures: (i) Supplier
Stackelberg (SS), (ii) Retailer Stackelberg (RS), and
(iii) centralized decision are explored. Then, proper
conditions that could facilitate searching for optimal
solutions for both supplier and retailer under di�erent
structures were derived. In addition, some theorems
were developed to reect the retailer and supplier's
decision concerns. Finally, the equilibrium solutions
and numerical examples were given for further some
management inspiration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the literature review. Section 3
presents the notations and assumptions. Section 4
formulates the supplier's and retailer's model. Sec-
tion 5 introduces the centralized and decentralized
inventory models in Stackelberg games. Section 6
provides a numerical example and sensitivity analysis
to investigate the e�ects of the trade credit period and
retailer's replenishment cycle time on the Supply Chain
(SC) performance. Section 7 concludes the study and
discusses the issues for future research.

2. Literature review

Over the last �ve decades, a number of researchers
have drawn their attention to trade credit period. In
1967, Beranek [4] pointed out the signi�cance of trade
credits when determining order lot size. Goyal [5]
was the �rst one who studied the EOQ model under
trade credit conditions. Later, many other scholars
have extended the subject and studied the trade credit
strategies. For instance, Jamal and Wang [6] extended
Goyal's model [5] with the consideration of shortages.
Moreover, Dye [7] referred to demand as a function of
stock and made an assumption of trade credit in the
model. Huang [8] developed an EOQ model under the
condition of trade credits and suggested that in case
the order quantity was smaller than the predetermined
quantity, the supplier could provide partial allowable
deferred payment to retailer. Huang and Hsu [9]
studied the retailer's inventory policy when suppliers
o�ered partial trade credit to its retailers. Gupta and
Wang [10] proposed a stochastic inventory model under
the assumption of trade credit. Jaggi and Kausar [11]
determined the optimal solutions for retailers consid-
ering the credit-related demand function and proposed
an optimal replenishment strategy for vulnerable items.
When demand was related to credit period, Jaggi et
al. [12] examined the optimal replenishment cycle time
and credit period using EOQ model. Teng et al. [13]
suggested that the demand rate was an incremental
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function of time under the trade credits assumption.
Kumar Sett et al. [14] studied a two-warehouse in-
ventory model in which the goods deteriorated as
a result of increase in demand and change in time.
Jaggi et al. [15] developed a new inventory model
for incomplete quality items to optimize total pro�t
and orders under delayed payment because in the real
environment, there might be some defects in an order
batch. Lou and Wang [16] established an EOQ model
and did not account for the retailer's interests and
supplier's increased capital opportunity cost through
the provision of trade credit period.

Then, Wang et al. [17] extended the model of
Lou and Wang [16] to consider the loss of capital
opportunity during the trade credit period. Teng
et al. [18] extended the retailer's EOQ model under
conditionally deferred payment and proposed a new
and simple arithmetic geometry method to establish
optimal solutions. Kumar and Triphthi [19] took
into account the ination and exponential demand
rate for deteriorating items in their model. Jaggi et
al. [20] developed an inventory model for minimizing
the costs incurred for retailers in di�erent scenarios
and established the optimal replenishment cycle length
and storage period simultaneously. Considering the
vendor o�ering credit period to the retailer, Khanna et
al. [21,22] set up an integrated vendor-retailer inventory
model that incorporated substandard products. Then,
allowing for delayed payment, they developed an inven-
tory model for retailers dealing with the deteriorating
substandard products in which the order quantity
and stock shortage were optimized by maximizing the
expected total pro�t. In 2016, by means of the trade
credit policy of price-dependent demand and consid-
eration of shortage and complete backlog, Khanna et
al. [23] set up an inventory management system model
for deteriorating substandard products.

Recently, Peura et al. [24] examined whether
suppliers could obtain the bene�ts of trade credit
through a horizontal channel. They found that in
case customers attach importance to trade credit, a
�nancially stronger �rm with trade credit could not
only exclude its weaker competitor from the market
but coordinate supply chain and ful�ll the function of
balancing contract. Chen and Zhang [25] studied the
capital ow constraints and trade credit in lot sizing
problems and concluded that incorporating the capital
ow constraints and trade credit into lot sizing prob-
lems could a�ect the optimal solutions. Jaggi et al. [26]
developed a retailer inventory model by considering the
imperfect quality and deterioration with trade credit
and examined both optimal trade credit period and
length of a replenishment cycle. In the same year, Jaggi
et al. [27] proposed an inventory model for retailers
dealing with deteriorating substandard products with
a certain credit period. In their study, the demand

was assumed to increase exponentially and the backlog
rate was inversely proportional to the waiting time for
subsequent replenishment. They could jointly optimize
the shortcomings and cycle length. Kouvelis and
Zhao [28] examined the e�ect of credit rating on the
optimal decisions of a supply chain when both the
supplier and retailer were capital constrained. Feng
et al. [29] developed a joint economic lot-size model
to examine the integrated production-inventory policy
for a product in deterioration and credit period. Their
obtained results showed that suppliers could bene�t
from working with good ratings retailers, while retailers
would prefer to cooperate with suppliers outside of
their credit rating loopholes. However, all the above-
mentioned papers considered only the retailer's or
supplier's pro�t or cost issues.

The papers already mentioned examined the trade
credit period from the perspective of the trade credit
providers. However, only a few studies took into
account the trade credit period from the game per-
spective. In practice, some researchers have developed
game-theoretic models to solve the interactive opti-
mization problems both suppliers and retailers were
facing. For instance, Zhou and Zhou [30] employed an
EOQ model on the basis of the provision of uncondi-
tional and conditional trade credit under a supplier-
Stackelberg model. In addition, Chern et al. [31]
extended Lou and Wang's [16] model and obtained
optimal equilibrium solutions by proposing a vendor-
Stackelberg model. Hoseininia et al. [32] studied the
inventory management in a multi-channel distribution
system where the Stackelberg and Nash game were
employed to solve the optimal solutions. They found
that in case the total prices and the production cost
were equal, a more capacious inventory was carried
by the manufacturer in the simultaneous game. Then,
Chern et al. [33] proposed vendor-buyer supply chain
models and derived the optimal solutions under non-
cooperative Nash equilibrium. Tsao et al. [34] devel-
oped a model to optimize the retail shelf-space and
introduced an RS game in a supply chain. Recently,
Wu et al. [35] developed a supply chain model where the
demand was associated with the default risk under a
supplier-Stackelberg model and proposed two inventory
models: (i) centralized decision and (ii) decentralized
decision. Chua et al. [36] proposed a Make To Order
(MTO) supply chain to analyze the production plan-
ning problem through the Stackelberg game. Based
on the assumption that the market demand depended
on the displayed stock, Jaggi et al. [37] obtained the
optimal solutions under three decision circumstances,
i.e., centralized, supplier dominated Stackelberg, and
Nash equilibrium solutions. Nazari et al. [38] studied
the optimal ordering and pricing policies using game
theory in the closed-loop supply chain. Two types
of game strategies, i.e., Nash and Stackelberg game,
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Table 1. Summary of the related literature.

Authors Year i ii iii iv v vi

Teng et al. [13] 2012
p � � � p �

Chern et al. [31] 2013
p p p � p �

Hoseininia et al. [32] 2013
p p p � � �

Tsao et al. [34] 2014
p p � p p �

Xiao et al. [41] 2014
p p � p � p

Jaggi et al. [20] 2015
p � � � p �

Pal et al. [39] 2015
p p p p � �

Yang and Birge [42] 2016
p � � � p �

Peura et al. [24] 2017 � p � � p �
Wu et al. [35] 2017

p p p � p p
Lee et al. [43] 2018

p p � � p �
Nazari et al. [38] 2018

p p p p � �
Jaggi et al. [37] 2018

p p p � � p
Feng et al. [29] 2019

p p � � p p
This paper

p p p p p p

in a decentralized decision were also considered in
their study. More related papers can be found in the
references of the studies conducted by Pal et al. [39]
and Wang et al. [40]. However, these studies did
not compare the results in both a centralized decision
and Stackelberg game under decentralized decision in
detail.

Based on the trade credit policy, while some of the
abovementioned studies considered only the supplier
pro�t or retailer pro�t models, some others either
considered decentralized decision without considering
centralized decision or developed only one supply chain
member within a Stackelberg model structure. For
example, Chern et al. [31] considered only the SS model
without mentioning the RS model. However, a model
that could simultaneously consider both centralized de-
cision with trade credit and two Stackelberg structures
in a decentralized decision has not yet been developed.

The three main contributions of the present study
include: a) comparison of the supplier's and retailer's
pro�ts under di�erent decision circumstances, i.e., sup-
plier dominated, retailer dominated, and centralized
decision (much of the previous literature is focused
only on the pro�t of individual supply chain member);
b) study of a supplier-retailer replenishment model
under both centralized and decentralized decisions
(other scholars studied the decentralized decision only
without considering the centralized decision; hence,
an incomplete and not speci�c study); and c) use of
MATLAB software for example analysis, thus leading

to conclusions that have not been obtained before.
For instance, the researchers found that under the
condition of a credit period, SS model was more
bene�cial to the supply chain than retailer-Stackelberg
model. However, in the absence of credit period, the
result was opposite.

A summary of the related literature and its
contrast to our research is given in Table 1, consid-
ering the following factors: (i) the retailer's pro�t or
cost, (ii) the supplier's pro�t or cost, (iii) SS model,
(iv) RS model, (v) trade credit, and (vi) centralized
decision.

3. Notation and assumptions

Table 2 lists the notations used in this paper.

Assumptions

Following the industrial practices and our incentives to
develop this study, �ve assumptions are made in the
model:

1. Replenishment rate is instantaneous;

2. In the context of increasingly �erce market compe-
tition, we assume that shortages are not allowed;

3. Time horizon is in�nite;

4. Trade credit as an important �nancial resource is
considered by retailers as a tool for price reduction.
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Table 2. Notations.

M The retailer's trade credit period o�ered by supplier in years, decision variable
T The retailer's replenishment cycle time in years, decision variable
Q The retailer's order quantity in units
D Annual demand rate for the item
C Supplier's unit production cost
V The wholesale price charged by the supplier
P The retail price of products charged by the retailer
Ie Interest that can be earned per unit time
Ic Interest payable per unit time
Is Supplier's capital opportunity cost
h The unit holding cost per year excluding interest charge
Ar The retailer's ordering cost
As The supplier's ordering cost
TP ji The i's annual total pro�t, i = s; r; sc and j = ss; rs; c

Superscript
ss Supplier Stackelberg model
rs Retailer Stackelberg model
c Centralized supply chain structure
� The optimal solution

Subscript
s The Supplier
r The Retailer
SC The Supply Chain

According to Jaggi et al. [44], trade credit
period o�ered by sellers to retailers has a positive
impact on the demand for goods. In this regard, for
simplicity, we assume that the relationship between
the demand rate D and supplier's trade credit
period M is given by D = ke�M , where k and �
are positive constants;

5. As stated by Abad and Jaggi [45], the supplier
opportunity cost of capital is an incremental linear
function of M , Is = a+ bM , a > 0, b > 0. In other
words, the credit period o�ered by the supplier
enhances the supplier's risk. The values of a and
b can be determined by the relationship between
interest rate and loan term as well as speci�c
factors. In addition, it has been assumed that the
supplier follows a lot-for-lot strategy. Therefore,
the supplier does not need to pay the holding cost
related to the order quantity Q.

4. Model formulation

This section formulates the pro�t models for the
retailer and supplier under di�erent situations, i.e.,
M � T and M � T . In addition, since the interest

earned, interest payable, and inventory depletion vary
in di�erent circumstances, two charts are depicted in
order to formulate the pro�t functions.

4.1. The retailer's problem
The retailer intends to obtain its optimal cycle time T
to maximize the total pro�t and the retailer determines
it under the two following conditions: (1) M � T or
(2) M � T .

Case 1. M � T
As observed in Figure 1, the retailer's interest charged
per year is calculated by V IcD(T �M)2

.
2T , and

the interest earned is calculated via PIeDM2�2T .
Figure 2(a) shows the inventory level at the interval
[M;T ]. Hence, the retailer's pro�t can be expressed as
follows:

TPr(1)(T )= (P � V )D � Ar
T
� hDT

2
+
PIeDM2

2T

�V IcD(T �M)2

2T
: (1)

The �rst term in Eq. (1) denotes the retailer's
sales revenue. The second and third terms represent
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Figure 1. Total amount of interest earned and interest
payable when M � T .

the retailer's ordering cost per cycle and holding cost,
respectively. The fourth term in Eq. (1) stands for the
retailer's interest earned, and the last one is the interest
payable at the interval [M;T ].

Case 2. M � T
In this case, the account is settled at T = M and the
retailer does not need to pay any interest charge. Fig-
ure 2(b) presents the inventory level during the interval
[T;M ]. According to Figure 3, the retail's interest
earned is PIeD(2M � T )/2. Hence, the retailer's pro�t
can be expressed as follows:

TPr(2)(T ) = (P � V )D � Ar
T
� hDT

2

+
PIeD(2M � T )

2
: (2)

Similar to the interpretation of Eq. (1), the �rst
three terms in Eq. (2) represent the retailer's sales
revenue, ordering cost, and holding cost, respectively.
Since the retailer has no interest payable at the interval
[T;M ], the last term in Eq. (2) denotes the interest
earned.

Figure 3. Total amount of interest earned when M � T .

4.2. The supplier's problem
According to Assumption 5, the supplier does not need
to pay any holding cost. Hence, the supplier's annual
pro�t total pro�t is calculated as follows:

TPs(M) = (V � C)D � As
T
� (a+ bM)DVM: (3)

The �rst and second terms in Eq. (3) represent the
supplier's sales revenue and the supplier's ordering cost,
respectively. According to Assumption 5, we know
that the supplier's opportunity cost is Is = a + bM .
Hence, the last term in Eq. (3) means the supplier's
total opportunity cost.

5. Equilibrium decisions under di�erent
structures

In this section, three models, namely the SS, RS, and
centralized supply chain (c), are discussed.

5.1. Supplier Stackelberg (SS) model
5.1.1. The retailer's decision
Under the assumptions of SS, �rst, the retailer's reac-
tion function is derived while choosing the mentioned
strategy. Then, the supplier determinesM to maximize

Figure 2. Retailer's inventory level when M � T and M � T .
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its pro�t by taking the retailer's reaction into consid-
eration. This section refers to the study conducted by
Chern et al. [31] (2013).

Case 1. M � T . To maximize the retailer's
pro�t, the �rst and second derivatives of Eq. (1) with
respect to T should be calculated and then, the optimal
replenishment cycle time is given by:

T �=
s

2Ar �DM2(PIe � V Ic)
hD + V IcD

: (4)

Proof: See the Appendix.

Case 2. M � T . The optimal replenishment cycle
time is calculated by:

T �=
r

2Ar
hD + PIeD

: (5)

Proof: See the Appendix.

Theorem 1. Let �1=2Ar � DM2(PIe+h), for any
given M , then:

(a) If �1 > 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � > M , as shown in Eq. (4);

(b) If �1 < 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � < M , as shown in Eq. (5);

(c) If �1 = 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � = M .

Proof: See the Appendix.
The economic interpretation of Theorem 1 is similar to
the results obtained by Chern et al. [31].

5.1.2. The supplier's decision
Case 1. M � T . After substituting Eq. (4) into
Eq. (3), the supplier's pro�t can be calculated as:

TP (1)
s = ke�M [V � C � (a+ bM)VM ]

�As
s

(h+ V Ic)ke�M

2Ar � ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic) : (6)

The optimal trade credit period is given by:

M� = 0: (7)

Proof: See the Appendix.
In case supplier does not o�er the trade credit,

its pro�t can reach its maximum. In such a case, the
demand rate is D� = k and the supplier's opportunity
cost is Is = a. Therefore, the pro�ts of the supplier
and the retailer are measured by:

TP ss�r = (P � V )k �p2Ark(h+ V Ic); (8)

TP ss�s =(V � C)k �As
s

(h+ V Ic)k
2Ar

: (9)

Case 2. M � T . By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3),
the supplier's pro�t can be measured as shown in the
following:

TP (2)
s = ke�M [V � C � (a+ bM)VM ]

�As
s

(h+ PIe)ke�M

2Ar
: (10)

Similar to Case 1, it can be concluded that TP (2)
s

is a decreasing function with respect to M when M �
T . Therefore, maximization of TP (2)

s over the interval
[T;+1) is TPs(M = T ), and the optimal trade credit
is given by:

M� =

s
2Ar

(h+ PIe)ke�M
: (11)

Proof: See the Appendix.
In other words, in case the trade credit o�ered by

the supplier is equal to the retailer's replenishment cy-
cle time, the supplier's pro�t reaches its maximum and

the demand rate becomes D� = ke�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M ;
therefore, the supplier's and the retailer's pro�ts are
calculated as shown in the following:

TP ss�r = (P � V )ke�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M

�
s
ke�

q
2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�MAr(h+ PIe)

2

+
(PIe � h)ke�

q
2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M

2vuut 2Ar

(h+ PIe)ke
�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M
; (12)

TP ss�s = ke�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M�
V �C�V

�
a

vuut 2Ar

(h+PIe)ke
�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M

+
2bAr

(h+ PIe)ke
�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M

��

�As
vuut (h+ PIe)ke

�
q

2Ar/(h+PIe)ke�M

2Ar
: (13)

Corollary 1. If PIe > V Ic:

1. The higher the value of Ar, the higher the value
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of �1, T �, and TP rs
�

s and the lower the value of
TP rs

�
r ,

2. Higher values of k, �, M , and h make the values of
�1 and T � lower.

Based on Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, it can
be concluded that �rst, when �1 > 0, as expressed
in Case 1, the optimal solution is T � > M�, and
vice versa. To be speci�c, if �1 = 0, the optimal
replenishment cycle time degenerates into the trade
credit period. The second insight is that if PIe >
V Ic, the value of �1 increases with a higher value of
retailer's ordering cost and a lower value of demand
rate, implying that under SS model, the lower the
demand rate and the higher the retailer's ordering cost,
the lower the replenishment cycle time.

Furthermore, some managerial insights can be
obtained as expressed in the following. In the case of
M < T , the supplier's pro�t will reach its maximum
only when the supplier does not o�er the trade credit
period. In the case of M � T , if the trade credit
period o�ered is equal to the retailer's replenishment
cycle time, the supplier can get optimal pro�t. In
other words, from the supplier's perspective, it is better
for the supplier not to provide the trade credit period
or the trade credit period o�ered is less than the
replenishment cycle time.

5.2. Retailer Stackelberg (RS) model
In the RS model, the supplier's reaction function is
deduced. Then, the retailer considers the supplier's
response to determine T by maximizing its own pro�t.

5.2.1. Supplier's decision
To maximize the supplier's pro�t, by taking the �rst
and second derivatives of Eq. (3) with respect to M ,
we obtain by Eq. (14) as shown in Box I.

Proof. See the Appendix.

5.2.2. Retailer's decision
Case 1. M � T . By substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (1),
the retailer's pro�t can be obtained as follows:

TP (1)
r (T )= (P � V )ke�M

� � Ar
T

�ke�M
�
T (h+ V Ic)

2
+
ke�M

�
M�2(PIe � V Ic)

2T

+V Icke�M
�
M�2 : (15)

After calculation, the optimal trade credit period is
given by:

T �=
s

2Ar � (PIe � V Ic)ke�M�M�2
(h+ V Ic)ke�M�

: (16)

Proof. See the Appendix.
Hence, the optimal pro�t of the supplier and

retailer would be:

TP rs�r = (P � V )ke�M
�

� Ar
p

(h+ V Ic)ke�M�p
2Ar � ke�M�M�2(PIe � V Ic)

�ke�M
�
(h+ V Ic)

p
2Ar � ke�M�M�2(PIe � V Ic)

2
p

(h+ V Ic)ke�M

+
keaM

�
M�2(PIe � V Ic)p(h+ V Ic)keaM�

2
p

2Ar � ke�M�M�2(PIe � V Ic)
+V IckeaM

�
M�; (17)

TPsrs� = keaM
�
[V � C � (a+ bM�)VM�]

� As
p

(h+ V Ic)p
2Ar � keaM�M�2(PIe � V Ic) : (18)

Case 2. M � T . After substituting Eq. (14) into
Eq. (2), we �nd:

TP (2)
r = (P � V )ke�M

� � Ar
T
� hTke�M

�

2

+PIeke�M
� 2M� � T

2
: (19)

After calculation, we can get:

T �=
s

2Ar
(h+ PIe)ke�M�

: (20)

Proof. See the Appendix.
Then, the pro�t of the supplier and the retailer

can be obtained by:

M�=
�(�aV + 2bV ) +

q
(�aV + 2bV )2 � 4�bV (aV � �V + �C)

2�bV
: (14)

Box I
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TP rs�r = (P � V )keaM
� �

p
ArkeaM�(h+ PIe)

2

�hkeaM
�

2

s
2Ar

(h+ PIe)keaM�

+
PIekeaM

�

2

 
2M��

s
2Ar

(h+PIe)keaM�

!
;
(21)

TPsrs� = keaM
�
[V � C � (a+ bM�)VM�]

�As
s

(h+ PIe)keaM�

2Ar
: (22)

Theorem 2. Let �2=2Ar � ke�M�M�2(PIe+h), for
any given T ; then, we obtain:

(a) If �2 > 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � > M�, as shown in Eq. (16);

(b) If �2 < 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � < M�, as shown in Eq. (20);

(c) If �2 = 0, the optimal replenishment period is
T � = M�.

Proof. See the Appendix.
The economic interpretation of Theorem 2 is given

in the following. The bene�t the retailer receives from
the trade credit period is DM2PIe

�
2; thus, the true

ordering cost is (Ar �DM2PIe
�

2) and the inventory
cost is DM2h

�
2. In this regard, if the ordering cost

is higher than the inventory cost (�2 > 0), it can be
concluded that the optimal replenishment period T �
is higher than the trade credit period M , as shown
in Eq. (16), and vice versa. If the condition 2Ar �
DM2(PIe � V Ic) > 0 is false, then we can get:

�2=2Ar �DM2(PIe+h) < DM2(PIe � V Ic)
�DM2(PIe+h)=�DM2(h+V Ic) < 0:

Therefore, if 2Ar � DM2(PIe � V Ic) < 0, the
optimal replenishment period is given in Eq. (20).
Since the wholesale price V is lower than the retailer's
selling price V , we can assume PIe > V Ic, thus
obtaining the following results:

Corollary 2. If PIe > V Ic, we have:

1. The higher the value of Ar, the higher the value of
�2, T �, TP rs�s and the lower the value of TPRS�

r ;

2. Higher values of k, �, M , and h would make the
values of �2 and T � lower.

Based on Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, similar

conclusions to the ones in the previous subsection can
be drawn.

In addition, the following managerial insights
would be obtained: First, the trade credit period is not
relevant to the retailer's replenishment cycle time under
RS model and is determined by the production cost,
wholesale price, demand rate, and the opportunity
cost. In other words, under RS, the supplier does not
change the size of the trade credit period no matter how
long the replenishment cycle time o�ered by the retailer
is. Second, in case the holding cost decreases and the
trade credit period o�ered increases, the replenishment
cycle time and demand rate will be greater. Therefore,
the pro�t of the supplier and retailer will increase and
the whole supply chain will be optimized.

5.3. Centralized decision
In the centralized decision, the supplier and the retailer
cooperate as one decision-maker. That is to say, they
decide on the replenishment plan together to maximize
their whole expected pro�ts.

Case 1. M � T . Through combing Eqs. (1) and (3),
the total pro�t of the whole supply chain will be:

TPsc = ke�M (P � C)� Ar +As
T

�ke�MT (h+ V Ic)
2

+
ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)

2T
+ ke�M

VM [Ic � (a+ bM)]: (23)

After calculation, the optimal solution that max-
imizes the centralized supply chain pro�t is achieved
by:

T � =

s
2(Ar +As)� ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)

ke�M (h+ V Ic)
; (24)

Eq. (25) is shown in Box II.

Proof. See the Appendix.
Besides, the optimal pro�t for the centralized

supply chain will be:

TP c�sc = ke�M
�
(P � C)� (Ar +As)s

ke�M (h+ V Ic)
2(Ar +As)� ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)

�ke�M
�
(h+ V Ic)
2s

2(Ar +As)� ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)
ke�M (h+ V Ic)
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M�=�2[(PIe � V Ic) + (Ic � a)�V T � 2bV T ]
2�(PIe � V Ic � 2bV T )

+

q
4[(PIe�V Ic)+(Ic�a)�V T�2bV T ]2�8�(PIe�V Ic�2bV T )[2TV (Ic�a)+�T (2P�2C�hT�V IcT )]

2�(PIe�V Ic�2bV T )
:
(25)

Box II

+
ke�M

�
M�2(PIe � V Ic)

2s
ke�M (h+ V Ic)

2(Ar +As)� ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)
+ke�M

�
VM�[Ic � (a+ bM�)]: (26)

In order to prove that TPsc is concave in T and
M , it is su�cient to show that @2TPsc

�
@T 2 < 0,

@2TPsc
�
@M2 < 0, and jHj � 0, where H is the Hessian

matrix of TPsc. Then, we set:

W1=
ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)� 2(Ar +As)

T 3

�ke�M
�
�2
�
P � C � T (h+ V Ic)

2

�
+

(PIe � V Ic)(�2M2 + 4�M + 2)
2T

+(Ic � a� bM)(�2VM + 2�V )

�2�bVM � 2bV
�

W2=

�
�
ke�M

�
�(h+V Ic)

2
+

(�M2+ 2M)(PIe�V Ic)
2T 2

��2

:

Theorem 3. If W1 + W2 � 0, TPsc is a concave
function in M and T .

Proof. See the Appendix.

Case 2. M � T . By combining Eqs. (2) and (3), the
pro�t of the whole supply chain is calculated as:

TPsc = ke�M (P � C)� Ar +As
T

� ke�MTh
2

+
ke�MPIe(2M�T )

2
�ke�MVM(a+bM): (27)

Then, the optimal solutions that maximize the
centralized supply chain pro�t are achieved by:

T � =

s
2(Ar +As)

ke�M (h+ PIe)
; (28)

Eq. (29) is shown in Box III.
Proof. See the Appendix

The optimal pro�t for the centralized supply chain
is formulated as follows:

TP c�sc = ke�M
�
(P � C)� (Ar +As)s

ke�M (h+ PIe)
2(Ar +As)

� ke�Mh
2s

2(Ar +As)
ke�M (h+ PIe)

+ ke�M
�
PIe

�
M�

�
s

Ar+As
2ke�M (h+PIe)

�
�ke�M�VM�(a+bM�):

(30)

In order to prove that TPsc is concave in T and
M , it is su�cient to show that @2TPsc

�
@T 2 < 0,

M� =
2�PIe � 2�aV�4bV

4�bV

+

q
4(�PIe � �aV�2bV )2 � 16�bV [PIeT�� 2PIe + 2aV � �(2P � 2C � Th)]

4�bV
: (29)

Box III
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@2TPsc
�
@M2 < 0 and jHj � 0, where H is the Hessian

matrix of TPsc. Then, we set:

W3 = �2(Ar +As)
T 3 � �ke�M

�
�
�
P � C � Th

2

�
+
�PIe(2M � T )

2
� �VM(a+ bM) + 2PIe

�2V (a+ 2bM)
�
� 2keaMbV;

W4 = �
�
�ke�M (h+ PIe)

2

�2

:

Theorem 4. If W3 + W4 � 0, TPsc is a concave
function in M and T .

Proof. See the Appendix.
The optimal decisions under di�erent decision

circumstances were derived, as explained in Sections
5.1{5.3. In Section 6, the di�erence between the
optimal solutions under three supply chain models is
discussed in detail and the e�ects of changes in some
parameters on the performance of the supply chain are
examined.

6. Numerical example and analysis

In this section, some numerical examples are provided
to clarify the above theoretical results and gain some
insights into managerial areas.

Example 1. Let As = $50=order, Ar = $100=order,
P = $3:0=unit, V = $2:50=unit, C = $1=unit, h =
$1=unit=year, Ie = 0:05=year, Ic = 0:05=year, � = 2,
k = 1000, and Is = 0:6 + 0:5M .

In the SS model, for the case of M � T , the
optimal solution that maximizes Eq. (6) is M� = 0.
Then, according to Eq. (6), the optimal supplier's
pro�t is TPs� = 1381:4. In addition, in the case of
M � T , the optimal solution maximizing Eq. (10)
is M� = 0:3068 and the optimal supplier's pro�t is
calculated by TPs� = 1936:0087. A comparison of
these two cases shows that Mss� = 0:3068. Therefore,
we have �1 = 2Ar�DM2(PIe�V Ic) > 0; the optimal
replenishment cycle time derived from Theorem 1 is
T ss� = 0:3068, and the optimal pro�ts of supplier and
retailer are TPsss� = 1538:5 and TP ss�r = 356:7499,
respectively. Hence, the optimal pro�t of the supply
chain under SS is TPsss� + TP rs�r = 1895:2499.

In the RS model, the optimal trade credit that
maximizes the retailer's pro�t is M� = 0:2454. In this
respect, we have 2Ar�DM�2(PIe�V Ic)= 198:08 > 0,
and based on Theorem 2, the optimal replenishment
cycle time is T � > M�, as shown in Eq. (16). The

optimal solutions maximizing Eq. (15) are Mrs� =
0:2454 and T rs� = 0:3279, and the optimal pro�ts of
supplier and retailer are TP rs�s = 1573:6 and TP rs�r =
226:5316, respectively. Thus, the optimal total pro�t
of the supply chain under RS is TPsrs� + TP rs�r =
1800:1316.

By comparing the optimal decision solutions in
the two decentralized cases, we �nd that Mss� > Mrs�
and T ss� < T rs�. To be speci�c, compared with
the RS model, the supplier in the SS model should
o�er a longer credit period to improve his/her bene�ts.
Similarly, compared with the SS model, the retailer in
the RS model should increase the replenishment period
to obtain the optimal solution. In addition, the supply
chain can earn more pro�t in SS model than in RS
model.

In the Centralized decision, for the case of M �
T , the value of (W1 + W2) is less than zero; hence,
TPsc is not concave in M and T , implying that the
optimal solutions do not exist. In the case of M � T ,
the optimal solutions maximizing Eq. (27) are M� =
0:3667, T � = 0:3540, and W3 +W4 > 0; therefore, the
optimal pro�t for the centralized decision is TP �sc =
1657:52. In this respect, the optimal decision solutions
are M c� = 0:3667, T c� = 0:3540, and TP �sc = 1657:52.

A comparison of the results in both centralized
and decentralized decisions revealed that TP c�sc >
TP ss�sc > TP rs�sc . In other words, the supplier and
retailer should make joint decisions to improve the
performance of the supply chain.

In addition, the value of M under centralized deci-
sion was employed to draw an image of market demand
changing with the parameters � and k (Figure 4). In
Figure 4, both the parameters � and k have positive
e�ects on the market demand, and the demand is more
sensitive to the changes in the value of �, which means
that in the same range of change, the larger the value
of �, the greater the market demand.

Figure 4. The inuence of � and k on the market
demand.
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6.1. Sensitivity analysis

Example 2. The same data as those given in
Example 1 were employed to study the e�ects of
changes in some parameters on the optimal solution
and gain the management insights. Based on the
results obtained by Ho [46], Chern et al. [31], and other
researchers working on this issue, the optimal solutions
for di�erent parameters of As(30; 34; 38; 42; 46; 50),
Ar(90; 94; 98; 102; 106; 110), P (3; 3:4; 3:8; 4:2; 4:6; 5), C
(0; 0:4; 0:8; 1:2; 1:6; 2), Ic(0;0:04; 0:08; 0:12; 0:16; 0:2), Ie
(0;0:04; 0:08; 0:12; 0:16; 0:2) were suggested, as shown in
Tables 3{6.

The inuence of As and Ar on M , T , TPr, and
TPs is shown in Table 3, based on which it can be
concluded that:

(i) The credit period and replenishment cycle time
remain constant as As increases in both SS model
and RS model. However, under centralized de-
cision, the credit period decreases and the re-
plenishment period increases with the increase of
As. Additionally, under both SS model and RS
model, when the supplier's ordering cost increases,
the retailer's pro�t remains unchanged while the
supplier's pro�t decreases. Thus, it can be seen

Table 3. The impacts of As and Ar on the optimal solutions under di�erent structures.

Parameter Centralized decision Supplier Stackelberg model Retailer Stackelberg model

M� T � M� T � TP ss
�

r TP ss
�

s M� T � TP rs
�

r TP rs
�

s

As

30 0.3709 0.3281 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1604.2 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1634.6

34 0.3700 0.3334 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1591.1 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1622.4

38 0.3692 0.3387 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1577.9 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1610.2

42 0.3683 0.3438 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1564.7 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1598.0

46 0.3675 0.3489 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1551.5 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1585.8

50 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1538.5 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1573.6

Ar

90 0.3688 0.3413 0.295 0.295 370.7344 1539.9 0.2454 0.3108 257.8458 1565.3

94 0.3679 0.3464 0.2995 0.2995 364.5912 1539.5 0.2454 0.3177 245.1186 1568.8

98 0.3671 0.3515 0.3046 0.3046 359.6839 1539.4 0.2454 0.3245 232.6629 1572.1

102 0.3663 0.3565 0.3092 0.3092 354.2033 1538.0 0.2454 0.3312 220.4621 1575.1

106 0.3655 0.3614 0.3136 0.3136 348.6219 1536.1 0.2454 0.3377 208.5011 1578.1

110 0.3647 0.3663 0.3182 0.3182 343.5894 1534.7 0.2454 0.3441 196.7663 1580.8

Table 4. The impacts of P and C on the optimal solutions under di�erent structures.

Parameter Centralized decision Supplier Stackelberg model Retailer Stackelberg model
M� T � M� T � TP ss

�
r TP ss

�
s M� T � TP rs

�
r TP rs

�
s

P

3.0 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1538.3 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1573.6
3.4 0.4870 0.3111 0.3048 0.3048 1094.9 1537.3 0.2454 0.3262 882.9384 1572.9
3.8 0.5715 0.2841 0.3033 0.3033 1644.6 1536.7 0.2454 0.3250 1375.3 1572.3
4.2 0.7036 0.2464 0.3009 0.3009 2553.9 1535.2 0.2454 0.3229 2195.8 1571.3
4.6 0.8029 0.2213 0.2990 0.2990 3275.0 1534.1 0.2454 0.3213 2852.3 1570.5
5.0 0.8974 0.1997 0.2977 0.2977 3996.0 1532.3 0.2454 0.3196 3508.7 1569.7

C

0 0.6386 0.2697 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 3386.1 0.5155 0.249 815.8342 3709.4
0.4 0.5361 0.2988 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 2647.0 0.4133 0.2759 559.3704 2713.4
0.8 0.4256 0.3337 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1907.9 0.3036 0.3079 302.9674 1910.4
1.2 0.3048 0.3767 0 0.4216 25.6583 1180.1 0.1845 0.3495 160.6272 1275.3
1.6 0.1697 0.4310 0 0.4216 25.6583 780.104 0.0533 0.3997 56.4009 783.25
2.0 0.0135 0.5039 0 0.4216 25.6583 380.104 0 0.4216 25.6584 381.42
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Table 5. The impacts of V and h on the optimal solutions under di�erent structures.

Parameter Centralized decision Supplier Stackelberg model Retailer Stackelberg model

M� T � M� T � TP ss
�

r TP ss
�

s M� T � TP rs
�

r TP rs
�

s

V

1.5 0.7254 0.2473 0.3068 0.3068 2203.8 120.156 0.0299 0.4186 1114.8 382.073

1.7 0.6253 0.2733 0.3068 0.3068 1834.4 404.182 0.0973 0.3888 1067.8 591.435

1.9 0.5433 0.2967 0.3068 0.3068 1465.0 688.209 0.1479 0.3671 941.1587 819.007

2.1 0.4748 0.3177 0.3068 0.3068 1095.6 972.235 0.1875 0.3507 751.0481 1060.50

2.3 0.4167 0.3367 0.3068 0.3068 726.1637 1256.3 0.2193 0.3379 509.7008 1312.70

2.5 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1538.5 0.2454 0.3279 226.5316 1573.60

h

0 0.4039 0.9443 0.621 0.621 1731.5 218.816 0.2454 0.9836 628.7055 1675.3

0.4 0.3852 0.5025 0.404 0.404 760.8910 1424.2 0.2454 0.4799 417.4492 1621.9

0.8 0.3722 0.3873 0.3299 0.3299 456.6784 1529.6 0.2454 0.3616 282.7069 1587.8

1.2 0.3615 0.3284 0.288 0.288 273.2611 1541.8 0.2454 0.3021 175.1647 1560.6

1.6 0.3520 0.2912 0.2605 0.2605 139.9883 1532.9 0.2454 0.2648 82.9662 1537.3

2.0 0.3434 0.2650 0.239 0.239 31.4529 1516.7 0.2454 0.2386 38.7738 1516.6

Table 6. The impacts of Ic and Ie on the optimal solutions under di�erent structures.

Parameter Centralized decision Supplier Stackelberg model Retailer Stackelberg model
M� T � M� T � TP ss

�
r TP ss

�
s M� T � TP rs

�
r TP rs

�
s

Ic

0 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1528.3 0.2454 0.3368 266.6554 1577.6
0.04 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1536.5 0.2454 0.3295 234.5243 1574.4
0.08 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1543.6 0.2454 0.3233 202.6371 1571.5
0.12 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1549.8 0.2454 0.3180 170.9487 1568.9
0.16 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1555.4 0.2454 0.3134 139.4246 1566.6
0.20 0.3667 0.3540 0.3068 0.3068 356.7499 1560.4 0.2454 0.3093 108.0378 1564.5

Ie

0 0.3328 0.3927 0.3235 0.3235 336.8718 1541.9 0.2454 0.3399 204.4407 1579.0
0.04 0.3597 0.3612 0.3099 0.3099 353.1681 1539.7 0.2454 0.3303 222.0491 1574.7
0.08 0.3883 0.3336 0.2981 0.2981 366.5229 1533.5 0.2454 0.3204 240.1838 1570.1
0.12 0.4187 0.3090 0.2874 0.2874 377.0340 1524.2 0.2454 0.3103 258.8950 1565.0
0.16 0.4509 0.2868 0.2785 0.2785 387.2613 1514.0 0.2454 0.2997 278.2415 1559.3
0.20 0.4850 0.2666 0.2699 0.2699 394.7127 1501.7 0.2454 0.2888 298.2927 1553.0

that under decentralized decision, the value of As
has no e�ect on the credit period, replenishment
cycle time, and the retailer's pro�t, while the
supplier bene�ts from the smaller value of As.
Moreover, under centralized decision, a smaller
value of As can result in a longer credit period
and a shorter replenishment cycle time and, then,
the total pro�t of supply chain increases;

(ii) Under SS model, both the credit period and
replenishment cycle time increase as Ar increases.
Hence, the retailer' pro�t decreases due to a larger

value of Ar and the supplier's pro�t also decreases
because the supplier must pay much more interest
in a longer credit period. Under RS model, when
the retailer's ordering cost increases, the credit
period remains constant while the replenishment
cycle time increases, which will inevitably lead
to a reduction in the retailer's pro�t. However,
since the credit period remains unchanged and
the replenishment cycle time increases, the sup-
plier's ordering cost per cycle decreases and the
supplier's pro�t increases eventually. Based on the
centralized decision, the credit period decreases,
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while the replenishment cycle time increases as Ar
increases. This shows that the smaller the value
of Ar, the longer the credit period and the shorter
the replenishment period. Hence, the supply chain
bene�ts from a lower value of Ar.

The e�ects of P and C on optimal solutions are
shown in Table 4. Hence, the following can be deduced
from Table 3:

(i) Under SS model, both the credit period and
replenishment cycle time decrease as P increases.
Additionally, the retailer's pro�t increases greatly,
while the supplier's pro�t decreases slightly with
the increase of P . Under RS model, the credit
period remains unchanged and the replenishment
cycle time decreases as P increases. Therefore,
the retailer's pro�t increases due to a larger value
of P and shorter replenishment period. However,
the supplier's pro�t decreases because a shorter
replenishment cycle time can add the supplier's
ordering cost per cycle. Under centralized deci-
sion, the credit period increases, while the replen-
ishment cycle time decreases with the increase of
P . This implies that the retailer's pro�t increases
greatly and the supplier's pro�t decreases slightly,
while the total pro�t of supply chain increases
eventually;

(ii) Under SS model, when the value of C is less than
a certain value, the credit period, replenishment
cycle time, and the retailer's pro�t remain con-
stant while the supplier's pro�t decreases as C
increases. However, when the value of C is more
than a certain value, the supplier will not choose
to provide the credit period to retailer. Moreover,
under this circumstance, the replenishment cycle
time and retailer's pro�t remain unchanged and
the supplier's pro�t decreases as C increases.
Under RS model, a higher value of C can cause
a higher value of the replenishment cycle time,
while a lower value of the credit period does the
opposite. In addition, both the retailer's and
supplier's pro�ts decrease as C increases. Under
centralized decision, the credit period decreases
while the replenishment cycle time increases as C
increases. Then, the pro�t of the supply chain
will decrease due to a larger production cost and
a shorter credit period. Hence, both the supplier
and retailer bene�t from a lower production cost
in any supply chain power structurers.

The inuence of V and h on M , T , TPr, and
TPs is shown in Table 5. Hence, the following can be
deduced from it:

(i) In SS model, both the credit period and replenish-
ment cycle time remain constant with the increase

of V . Therefore, the retailer's pro�t will inevitably
decrease because of the unchanged credit period
and the increase of the wholesale price. On the
contrary, the supplier's pro�t will be increased.
In RS model, the credit period increases, while
the replenishment period decreases with an in-
crease wholesale price. Although the credit period
increases, for retailers, it cannot compensate for
the loss caused by the rise in wholesale prices.
Hence, the retailer's pro�t will decrease, while
the supplier's pro�t increases as V increases. In
the centralized decision model, the credit period
decreases, while the replenishment cycle time
increases as V increases. Then, the total pro�t
of supply chain will decrease due to a higher
wholesale price and a shorter credit period. Hence,
in the centralized decision model, the supply chain
bene�ts from a lower wholesale price;

(ii) Under SS model, two decision variables, i.e.,
trade credit period and replenishment cycle time,
decrease as h increases. Then, both the pro�t
of the supplier and retailer will decrease due to
the decrease of credit period and the increase
of holding cost. This is understandable given
the increase in pro�t due to the reduction of
credit period cannot compensate for the loss of
pro�t due to the increase in holding cost. Under
RS model, the credit period remains unchanged,
while the replenishment cycle time decreases as h
increases. Then, since the supplier's pro�t from
the reduction of replenishment cycle time cannot
compensate for the loss caused by the increase of
holding cost, the pro�t of both the supplier and
retailer decreases with the increase of the holding
cost. Under centralized decision, both the credit
period and replenishment period decrease as h
increases, which will lead to a reduction in the
total pro�t of the supply chain. Therefore, in
either a decentralized or centralized decision, both
of supplier and retailer will bene�t from a lower
holding cost.

The inuence of Ic and Ie on optimal solutions
can be shown in Table 6. Hence, the following can be
deduced from Table 6:

(i) The credit period and replenishment cycle time
remain constant as Ic increases under SS model.
Hence, the retailer's pro�t also remains constant
and the supplier's pro�t increases with the in-
crease of Ic. Under RS model, the value of Ic
has no e�ect on the credit period, which leads to
a shorter replenishment cycle time. Then, as Ic
increases, the interest payable and the supplier's
ordering cost per cycle increase. Hence, the pro�t
of both the retailer and supplier is falling. Under
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centralized decision, both the credit period and
replenishment period decrease, which will lead to
an increase in interest payable. Therefore, a lower
interest rate is conducive to the supply chain;

(ii) Under SS model, two decision variables, trade
credit period, and replenishment cycle time de-
crease as Ie increases. Moreover, the retailer's
pro�t increases, while the supplier's pro�t de-
creases with the increase of Ie. This is a good un-
derstanding, given that when Ie increases, the re-
tailer can make use of credit period to earn higher
interest, while the supplier reaps no advantage.
Hence, the supplier will provide a shorter credit
period than before to reduce the interest payable
during the credit period. Under RS model, as Ie
increases, the credit period keeps constant and the
replenishment cycle time decreases, leading to an
increase in the retailer's pro�t and a decrease in
the supplier's pro�t. Under centralized decision,
the credit period increases and the replenishment
period decreases with the increase of Ie. This
will result in an increase in the pro�t of both
the supplier and retailer. Hence, whether it is

decentralized or centralized decision, both the
supplier and retailer bene�t from a higher interest
rate.

6.2. The inuence of parameters on the total
pro�t of the supply chain

The inuence of parameters on optimal solutions was
investigated, while the inuence of parameters on total
pro�t of supply chain remains unclear. Hence, we
conduct a numerical analysis to examine the inuence
based on the data in Example 1. Figures 5{8 depict
the e�ect of parameters As, Ar, P , C, V , h, Ic, and Ie
on the total pro�t of the whole supply chain.

According to Figure 5(a) and (b), the total pro�t
of the supply chain is consistent with the same change
of both As and Ar. On the one hand, the total pro�t
decreases as As increases under both the decentralized
and centralized decisions. On the other hand, the total
pro�t under centralized decision is signi�cantly greater
than that under decentralized decision, and the pro�t
of the supply chain under SS is higher than that under
RS. This implies that the total pro�t of the supply
chain bene�ts from the lower ordering cost of both the
supplier and retailer.

Figure 5. The inuence of parameters As and Ar on the pro�t of the supply chain.

Figure 6. The inuence of parameters P and C on the pro�t of the supply chain.
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Figure 7. The inuence of parameters V and h on the pro�t of the supply chain.

Figure 8. The inuence of parameters Ic and Ie on the pro�t of the supply chain.

From Figure 6(a), on the one hand, we �nd that
TP c�sc > TP ss�sc > TP rs�sc as P increases. On the other
hand, the total pro�t of the supply chain increases
under each decision circumstance. Figure 6(b) shows
that the total pro�t under centralized decision is
slightly larger than that under both SS and RS models.
When the value of C varies between two certain values,
we �nd that the total pro�t under model is much more
than that under SS model. Besides, when the value
of C is more than a certain value, the supplier does
not provide credit period to the retailer and the result
is opposite. Hence, the supply chain bene�ts from a
higher retail price and a lower production cost.

According to Figure 7(a), we �nd that TP c�sc >
TP ss�sc > TP rs�sc as V increases. Besides, the total
pro�t of supply chain decreases upon increase in the
wholesale price under both SS model and centralized
decision. Besides, under RS model, the total pro�t
increases at �rst and then, decreases with an increase
in the wholesale price. When V � 2:3, the total pro�t
of the supply chain is maximized. Figure 7(b) shows
that under centralized decision and RS model, the total

pro�t decreases as h increases. Under SS model, the
total pro�t increases �rst and then, decreases upon
increase in the holding cost. When h � 0:2, the total
pro�t will reach maximum. Hence, the supply chain
bene�ts from a lower wholesale price and holding cost.

The total pro�t of the supply chain under central-
ized decision is found to be higher than that under both
SS and RS models, as can be seen in Figure 8(a) and
8(b). Additionally, from Figure 8(a), the pro�t under
centralized decision and RS model decreases, while it
increases under SS model as Ic increases. Figure 8(b)
shows that the total pro�t increases under both the
centralized decision and RS model while it remains
basically unchanged under SS model. This implies that
the supply chain bene�ts from a lower value of interest
payable and a higher value of interest earned.

Overall, we can conclude from Tables 3{6 and
�gures that:

(i) The parameters P and Ie have a positive e�ect
on the total pro�t of supply chain, while the
remaining parameters have a negative e�ect on
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it. It is shown that in reality, �rms should raise
price and interest earned, or reduce related costs
and interest payable to improve their own pro�t;

(ii) By comparing the optimal results under SS and
RS, we can �nd that when the value of the credit
period is greater than zero, the pro�t of the
supply chain under SS is greater than that under
RS. In other words, under the condition of trade
credit period, SS model is better for the whole
supply chain. However, when the supplier does
not o�er the trade credit period, RS model is
better for the whole supply chain;

(iii) After comparing the optimal values of the de-
centralized decision and centralized decision, we
can �nd that the total pro�t of the centralized
supply chain is always higher than that of two
decentralized cases. This indicates that under the
condition of trade credit, the centralized decision
of supplier and retailer is more conductive to the
bene�t of the supply chain.

7. Conclusions

This paper established a supplier-retailer replenish-
ment model in which the credit period had a positive
impact on the demand rate to determine the optimal
solutions under di�erent supply chain structures. In
addition, the pro�t function of the supplier and retailer
under di�erent conditions was established according
to the relationship between the trade credit period
and the replenishment cycle time. Then, the optimal
retailer's replenishment cycle time was obtained ac-
cording to the theorems. Finally, the optimal solutions
could be obtained by using the method of pro�t
maximization. Moreover, this paper simultaneously
considered the supplier's and retailer's pro�ts. This
is also the main feature of this study. Then, the
optimal strategies for the retailer and the supplier were
derived in di�erent supply chain structures. It was
found that a higher values of the supplier's ordering
cost and supplier's production cost could cause a lower
value of the pro�t of the supply chain under both the
decentralized and centralized decisions. However, a
higher value of the retailer's retail price increases the
pro�t of the supply chain under each power structure.
Besides, the whole supply chain will bene�t from a
lower wholesale price and holding cost. The higher
the value of the interest rate, the higher the pro�t of
the supply chain under the centralized decision and the
lower the pro�t under the decentralized decision.

In addition, there are some managerial implica-
tions. On the one hand, the supplier and the retailer
should adopt di�erent strategies under di�erent con-
ditions, which can not only improve their own pro�t,
but also optimize the management of supply chain. For

example, when the supplier does not o�er trade credit
period to the retailer, the retailer can get the optimal
pro�t solution under the Retailer Stackelberg model.
On the other hand, in terms of the date, it is clear
that the pro�t of the supply chain under the centralized
decision is far greater than that under the decentralized
decision; therefore, the supplier and the retailer should
make joint decisions to optimize the supply chain.

In future research, we will investigate the two-
level trade credit policy in order to understand the
e�ect of the trade credit period o�ered by the retailer
on channel strategies. Then, we will extend the model
with the consideration of other demand functions such
as price-credit demand, etc. Finally, the permissible
delay may result in default risk to suppliers, which is
an issue that deserves to be studied.
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Appendix

Proof of Section 5.1.1
Upon calculation, we have:

@TPr(1)

@T
=
Ar
T 2 � D(h+ V Ic)

2
� DM2(PIe � V Ic)

2T 2 ;

@2TPr(1)

@T 2 = �2Ar
T 3 +

DM2(PIe � V Ic)
T 3 :

If DM2(PIe � V Ic) � 2Ar < 0, then @2TPr
�
@T 2 < 0

and TPr(1) is concave in T ; thus, we can obtain:

T �=
s

2Ar �DM2(PIe � V Ic)
hD + V IcD

:

Considering the �rst and second derivatives of Eq. (2),
we have:

@TP (2)
r

@T
=
Ar
T 2 � hD

2
� PIeD

2
;

@2TP (2)
r

@T 2 = �2Ar
T 3 < 0:

Since the retailer's ordering cost is Ar > 0 and the
replenishment cycle time is T > 0, TP (2)

r is concave in
T ; thus, we can get:

T �=
r

2Ar
hD + PIeD

:

Proof of Theorem 1

If 2Ar � DM2(PIe+h) > 0, then we will know
that @2TPr(1)(T jM)

.
@T 2 < 0 for M � T , which

implies the retailer's pro�t is strictly decreasing
in T . In addition, for M � T , we can get
@TPr(1)(M jM)

.
@T = 2Ar �DM2(PIe + h)

�
2M2 >

0, and @TPr(1)(1jM)
.
@T= � D(h + V Ic)=2 < 0.

Consequently, there exists a unique T � > M such that
TPr(1)(T �) � TPr(1)(T ) for all M � T .

Similarly, for M � T , we have:

@2TPr(2)(T jM)
.
@T 2 < 0; @TPr(2)(0jM)

.
@T=1;

and:

@TPr(2)(M jM)
.
@T =2Ar�DM2(h+PIe)

�
2M2>0:
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Therefore, we have TPr(2)(M) � TPr(2)(T ) for all
M � T .

Then, we have TPr(2)(T �) � TPr(2)(M) �
TPr(2)(T ) for all M � T .

Likewise, if 2Ar�DM2(PIe+h) < 0, then we can
know that:

@TPr(1)(M jM)
.
@T =2Ar�DM2(PIe+h)

�
2M2<0

and:

@TPr(1)(1jM)
.
@T=�D(h+ V Ic)=2 < 0:

Hence, we can know that @TPr(1)(T jM)
.
@T < 0 and

TPr(1)(M) � TPr(1)(T ) for all M � T .
Similarly, for M � T , if 2Ar � DM2(PIe+h) <

0, then we can know that @TPr(2)(0jM)
.
@T=1 and

@TPr(2)(M jM)
.
@T = 2Ar �DM2(h+PIe)

�
2M2 < 0.

Consequently, it is realized that there is a unique T � <
M such that TPr(2)(T �) � TPr(2)(T ) for all M � T .

Thus, we can get TPr(2)(T �) � TPr(2)(M) �
TPr(2)(T ) for all M � T .

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Section 5.1.2

By calculating the �rst-order derivatives of Eq. (6) with
respect to M , we have the relation shown in Box A.I.

In the case of M � T , we can know that 2Ar �
DM2(PIe�V Ic) > 0. According to Assumption 5, we
can know that a > 0; b > 0. According to the above
assumption PIe > V Ic, we can derive that TPs(1) is
the decreasing function of M when M � T . Hence, the
maximum of TPs over the interval [0,T] is TPs(1)(M =
0). Thus, the optimal trade credit is M� = 0.

Taking the �rst derivative into Eq. (10), we have:

@TP (2)
s

@M
= ke�M [�V � �C � �VM(a+ bM)

�aV � 2bV M ]� �As
s
ke�M (h+ PIe)

8Ar
:

According to Assumptions 4 and 5, we can be
known that a > 0; b > 0, D=ke�M > 0; therefore, we
�nd that TPs(2) is a decreasing function of M when
M � T . Hence, the maximization of TPs(2) over the
interval [T;+1] is TPs(2)(M = T ). Therefore, the
optimal trade credit is M� = T=

q
2Ar

(h+PIe)ke�M .

Proof of Section 5.2.1

By calculation, we have:

@TPs
@M

= ke�M [�V � �C � �VM(a+ bM)

�aV � 2bV M ];

@2TPs
@M2 = ke�M [�2V � �2C � �2VM(a+ bM)

�2a�V � 4�bVM � 2bV ]:

According to Assumption 5 and the above as-
sumption PIe > V Ic that @2TPs

�
@M2 < 0, which

means TPs is concave in M , we can get by the equation
shown in Box A.II.

Proof of Section 5.2.2

By calculation of the �rst-order and second-order
derivations of TP (1)

r by T , we have:

@TP (1)
r

@T
=
Ar
T 2 � ke�M

�
(h+ V Ic)
2

@TP (1)
s

@M
= ke�M [�V � �C � �VM(a+ bM)� aV � 2bV M ]

�As
p
ke�M (h+ V Ic)f�[2Ar �M2ke�M (PIe � V Ic)] + ke�MM(PIe � V Ic)(�M + 2)g

2[2Ar � ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)]3/2 :

Box A.I

M�=
�(�aV + 2bV ) +

q
(�aV + 2bV )2 � 4�bV (aV � �V + �C)

2�bV
:

Box A.II
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� (PIe � V Ic)ke�M�M�2

2T 2 ;

@2TP (1)
r

@T 2 = �2Ar
T 3 +

(PIe � V Ic)ke�M�M�2
T 3 :

If (PIe � V Ic)ke�M
�
M�2 � 2Ar < 0, then TP (1)

r is
concave in T ; thus, we obtain:

T �=
s

2Ar � (PIe � V Ic)ke�M�M�2
(h+ V Ic)ke�M�

:

Taking the �rst and second derivatives of Eq. (19), we
have:
@TP (2)

r

@T
=
Ar
T 2 � (h+ PIe)ke�M

�

2
;

@2TP (2)
r

@T 2 = �2Ar
T 3 < 0:

Since @2TP (2)
r

.
@T 2 < 0, TP (2)

r is concave in T , we can
get:

T �=
s

2Ar
(h+ PIe)ke�M�

:

Proof of Theorem 2

Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, assuming �2=2Ar�
ke�M

�
M�2(PIe+h), for any given T , we obtain: If

2Ar � ke�M�M�2(PIe+h) > 0, then we can know that
@2TPr(1)T

.
@T 2 < 0 for M � T . In addition, we can

get that @TPr(1)(M)
.
@T > 0 and @TPr(1)(1)

.
@T <

0. Hence, there exists a unique T � > M� such that
TPr(1)(T �) � TPr(1)(T ) for all M � T . Similarly, for
M � T , we can know that TPr is an increasing function
for all M � T . Therefore, we have TPr(1)(M) �
TPr(1)(T ) and TPr(1)(T �) � TPr(1)(M) � TPr(1)(T )
for all M � T .

Likewise, if 2Ar �DM2(PIe+h) < 0, we can get
TPr(2)(T �) � TPr(2)(M) � TPr(2)(T ) for all M � T .

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 3

By calculating the �rst and second orders of TPsc by
T , we obtain:

@TPsc
@T

=
Ar +As
T 2 � ke�M (h+ V Ic)

2

�ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)
2T 2 ;

@2TPsc
@T 2 =

ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)� 2(Ar +As)
T 3 ;

@TPsc
@M

= �ke�M
�
P � C � T (h+ V Ic)

2

�
+ke�M

�
(PIe � V Ic)(�M2 + 2M)

2T

+(Ic � a� bM)(�VM + V )� bV M
�
;

@2TPsc
@M2 = ke�M

�
�2
�
P � C � T (h+ V Ic)

2

�
+

(PIe � V Ic)(�2M2 + 4�M + 2)
2T

+(Ic � a� bM)(�2VM + 2�V )

�2�bVM � 2bV
�
;

@2TPsc
@T@M

=
@2TPsc
@M@T

= �ke�M
�
�(h+ V Ic)

2

+
(�M2 + 2M)(PIe � V Ic)

2T 2

�
:

The optimal solutions are achieved by the equations
shown in Box A.III. Then, we can know that the

T � =

s
2(Ar +As)� ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)

ke�M (h+ V Ic)
:

M�=�2[(PIe � V Ic) + (Ic � a)�V T � 2bV T ]
2�(PIe � V Ic � 2bV T )

+

q
4[(PIe�V Ic) +(Ic�a)�V T � 2bV T ]2�8�(PIe � V Ic � 2bV T )[2TV (Ic�a)+�T (2P � 2C�hT�V IcT )]

2�(PIe�V Ic � 2bV T )
:

Box A.III
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M� =
2�PIe � 2�aV � 4bV

4�bV

+

q
4(�PIe � �aV�2bV )2 � 16�bV [PIeT�� 2PIe + 2aV � �(2P � 2C � Th)]

4�bV
:

Box A.IV

Hessian matrix is as follows:

jHj =
����� @2TPsc

@M2
@2TPsc
@M@T

@2TPsc
@T@M

@2TPsc
@T 2

�����
= ke�M

�
�2
�
P � C � T (h+ V Ic)

2

�
+

(PIe � V Ic)(�2M2 + 4�M + 2)
2T

+(Ic�a�bM)(�2VM+2�V )�2�bVM�2bV
�

�ke�MM2(PIe � V Ic)� 2(Ar +As)
T 3 �

�
ke�M�

�(h+V Ic)
2

+
(�M2+2M)(PIe�V Ic)

2T 2

��2

= W1 +W2:

Since the optimal retailer's replenishment cycle
time T � > 0, then 2(Ar+As)�ke�MM2(PIe�V Ic) >
0 and @2TPsc

�
@T 2 < 0. If W1 + W2 � 0, then

@2TPsc
�
@M2 < 0 and jHj � 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 4

By calculating the �rst and second derivations of TPsc
by T , we obtain:

@TPsc
@T

=
Ar +As
T 2 � ke�M (h+ PIe)

2
;

@2TPsc
@T 2 = �2(Ar +As)

T 3 ;

@TPsc
@M

= �ke�M
�
P � C � Th

2
� VM(a+ bM)

+
PIe(2M � T )

2

�
+ke�M [PIe�V (a+2bM)];

@2TPsc
@M2 = �ke�M

�
�
�
P � C � Th

2

�
+
�PIe(2M � T )

2
� �VM(a+ bM)

+2PIe � 2V (a+ 2bM)
�
� 2ke�MbV;

@2TPsc
@T@M

=
@2TPsc
@M@T

=� �ke�M (h+ PIe)
2

:

Since TPsc is concave in T , the optimal retailer's
replenishment cycle time is:

T � =

s
2(Ar +As)

ke�M (h+ PIe)
:

Then, we obtain the equation shown in Box A.IV.
Then, we can know that the Hessian matrix is:

jHj =
����� @2TPsc

@M2
@2TPsc
@M@T

@2TPsc
@T@M

@2TPsc
@T 2

�����
= �2(Ar +As)

T 3 �
�
�ke�M

�
�
�
P � C � Th

2

�
+
�PIe(2M � T )

2
� �VM(a+ bM) + 2PIe

�2V (a+ 2bM)
�
� 2keaMbV

�
�
�
�ke�M (h+ PIe)

2

�2

=W3 +W4:

Since @2TPsc
�
@T 2 < 0, if W3 +W4 � 0, we have

@2TPsc
�
@M2 < 0 and jHj � 0.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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